Clinical Results with an Active Middle Ear Implant in the Oval Window
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Abstract

Background: Some patients with chronic middle ear disease and multiple failed revisions, who also need a hearing aid, may benefit from an active middle ear implant. An advantage of an active middle ear implant is that the ear canal is unoccluded. Methods: Following extensive experimental development in temporal bones and investigations of various locations and attachments of a Vibrant Soundbridge transducer, a new titanium clip holder for the vibrant floating mass transducer was developed. This assembly is a total ossicular replacement prosthesis (TORP) that is placed on the stapes footplate. Six patients were implanted with this device. Results: Acoustic results demonstrate significantly improved gain, especially in the high frequencies, which is typically unobtainable by conventional hearing aids. Conclusion: The simple procedure of placing an active TORP assembly on the stapes footplate, similar to the implantation of a passive TORP prosthesis during tympanoplasty, offers promising treatment for cases of incurable middle ear disease.

Patients with a long history of chronic otitis media often need a hearing aid for communication. This is not only due to unsuccessful restoration of acoustic function of the middle ear despite several tympanoplasty attempts, but also to an often accompanying inner ear hearing loss. Use of a conventional hearing aid ear mold may be uncomfortable because of surgically modified external ear anatomy.

After we developed a hydro-acoustic system that demonstrated the efficiency of direct vibratory stimulation of the inner ear via both round and oval windows [1], we tested the optimal placement of the commercially available Vibrant Soundbridge (VSB) (Vibrant MED-EL, Innsbruck, Austria) in temporal bone experiments. A titanium holder for the floating mass transducer (FMT) was developed in collaboration with the Kurz Company (Dusslingen, Germany). This total ossicular replacement prosthesis (TORP)-FMT assembly was implanted in 6 patients.
Methods

Six patients were implanted, 3 female and 3 male (mean age 67.5 years, range 61–75). The 2 right and 4 left ears had a severely destroyed middle ear with a bare footplate as the sole ossicular remnant, some (4 patients) with a nonfunctional passive TORP lying in the cavity. All patients had bilateral radical cavities with permanent air-bone gaps between 30 and 50 dB and significant (50 dB) inner ear hearing losses. They did not tolerate conventional hearing aids.

After cleaning the oval window niche of granulations and scar tissue, we conducted reconstruction surgery. First, we prepared of a full thickness (1-mm) cartilage shoe with a central hole that was placed in the oval window niche. The rod of our new titanium support was inserted into the central hole and was centered on the footplate. The transducer was inserted into the support by gently pressing it down and fixing it between three clips (fig. 1). The top of the assembly was covered by a cartilage plate – the reconstructed tympanic membrane. In prior radical cavity obliteration cases, the cable was directed out behind the cartilage plates of the partial obliteration to the receiver in its separate bed in the temporalis squama.

Results

Audiometric thresholds, measured 4 weeks after surgery and after removal of ear packing, showed unchanged cochlear function. Figure 2 presents unaided bone conduction thresholds. Unaided air conduction thresholds remained nearly unchanged except in 1 patient, in whom it improved by 20 dB because the inactive assembly works as a passive TORP. Despite increased mass load and friction in the cartilage shoe holder, the average air conduction thresholds in the passive mode were comparable with the situation prior to implantation.
When the VSB was turned on, we observed an improvement of 20 dB in aided soundfield thresholds for frequencies 2 through 4 kHz as compared with bone conduction thresholds (fig. 2).

Good high-frequency gain supported an improvement of monosyllabic word discrimination scores from 0% in the unaided condition to 55% in the VSB-aided condition (average scores, presentation level: 65 dB, Freiburger monosyllabic word discrimination test). According to patients’ reports, the improved high-frequency audibility between 2 and 4 kHz was described as a more natural and very pleasant hearing sensation.

Discussion

Contrary to discussions on indications for implantable hearing aids in sensorineural hearing loss [2], their benefit in patients with permanently defect middle ear and unsatisfactory audiologic results with passive prostheses is demonstrated in an increasing number of successful implantations throughout the world [3–5]. The ear canal remains open, and the conductive component of the hearing loss is bypassed. Improvement in aided hearing thresholds, especially at high frequencies, is an important advantage. The alternative treatment, a bone-anchored hearing aid, is limited in cases of severe cochlear dysfunction because of limited amplification. For our patients, the surgical intervention was accepted because they had tolerated several revision tympanoplasties well in the past and had asked for additional revision tympanoplasty to improve their hearing.
We analyzed the optimal position for the VSB FMT in the inner ear in our temporal bone experiments prior to clinical use [6]. Direct contact to the stapes footplate gives better performance, especially for high frequencies between 2 and 4 kHz because of the large vibrating area of the complete footplate. Furthermore, the surgical procedure for the placement on the footplate might be seen as less demanding compared to the round window niche placement. Insertion into the round window niche often requires drilling the bony overhang with the risk of cochlear trauma [7]. This is due to restrictions in the approach, anatomical variations, and the relatively large diameter of the FMT (1.6 mm) as compared to the opening of the round window niche (1.3–1.6 mm) [8, 9]. Furthermore, permanently stable contact with the inner ear fluid, while also avoiding any hard contact to the surrounding bone, is mandatory for efficient coupling. A loose contact between the FMT and the round window membrane/cochlear fluid results in reduced amplification. Mechanical restriction might explain the variable acoustic results reported in the literature on the round window placement. In some cases, the aided thresholds did not surpass the bone conduction thresholds [10].

Inconsistent contact of the FMT is avoided when the FMT is placed in direct contact with the footplate. Due to limited space in the oval window niche, a titanium holder was required. Secure attachment to the stapes footplate, preventing any lateral displacement, is assured when our cartilage shoe technique for the passive TORP procedure is used [11]. The FMT is attached to the support by modifying the clip design of our Clip-partial ossicular replacement prosthesis (PORP) [12]. In cases of an intact stapes, two clips (one for the FMT and the other for the stapes head) form the PORP design. Therefore, by using the developments for passive prostheses and by closing the tympanic cavity with a thick cartilage plate, stable assembly anchorage to the footplate is established.

Our first audiologic results support data gathered in our temporal bone experiments and demonstrate good acoustic benefit of directly coupling the FMT to the stapes footplate. Amplification of 40–60 dB in the high frequencies would not be possible with a conventional air conduction hearing aid. The surgical procedure, about as simple as the placement of a conventional TORP on the footplate, is another advantage over drilling the round window niche and the risk of inconsistent transducer placement in contact with the membrane.

Because the TORP also provides hearing benefit when used passively, patients with a moderate hearing loss might use active stimulation only in noisy or demanding listening situations (e.g. parties). Therefore, this TORP- (or future PORP-) supported VSB assembly can be offered to a large group of patients with permanently damaged middle ear function and additional sensorineural hearing loss, who are not candidates for conventional hearing aids or bone-anchored hearing aids. A good hearing prognosis can be offered to these patients with a simple and modified ‘active tympanoplasty procedure’.
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